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PLAY AREA 

 

What do you really like about the existing play area? 

open & visible It is a good open area with plenty of activities for my 

young grandchildren up to age 6 

Size I don't use the play area so no comments. 

The water aspect is amazing and should be more 

widely used. 

It is contained 

it has play equipment for all ages Water fountains and variety 

lots of people seem to use it - its too old for our 

chidlren now but love seeing young families there 

Security and access 

diversity of equipment I don't know what it's like as my children have grown 

up. 

Nice variety of attractions, water features n Summer, 

enclosed venue so no dogs fouling 

It is quite adequate 

I have never used it or observed it as I am in my 

seventies without children 

Safe play areas 

There seem to be a variety of activities. Are there 

disable play facilities? Soft play and places for learning 

disabled adults to join in without being laughed at. 

Adults might want to join in the play with their 

families. Bonding is important. 

Liked the water feature 

It's large and kids like it Not had experience of it 

The water feature and mixture of equipment for 

varying ages 

range of equipment 

I don't use this and my children are now late teens / 

early 20's 

variety of apparatus 

I have no opinion as I have never used it, nor am I 

likely to. 

The variety of play, but most of it is not suitable for 

my young daughter. 

From recollection it is safe and secure water area 

children all like to use the existing area nice to see 

mums&dads grandparents all taking their children in 

the area to play and meet other children 

The children seem to enjoy using it. 

Its in the right place Safety flooring water feature 

It's a large space where children are free to play safely functional 
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Safe for children Water features. Variety of different spaces. Areas 

which encourage imaginative play. 

some things for children to play with It has activities for young kids. 

There are a lot of different interesting areas in the play 

area for younger children. 

Water play Very clear to see children in different 

sections 

Clean and good for the kids Prefer the fenced off bit 

as you know the kids are safe from dogs etc 

range of play equipment 

Water feature but signage of when it's on be good 

More for little ones toddlers/babies Great fenced Off 

Great range 

I like the water play especially summer time, I have a 

child of my own and he loves water and he didn't 

hesitate going and playing with the water it's a great 

difference to the park. The different playing activities 

but i am glade it is being updated as I've been there a 

few times and it does look sorry for it self. 

It is great for younger children but could have more 

for the age 8-14 age group 

Large , more baby swings and young children's swings 

lots of equipment to use, and a fence all around Variety of equipment 

It encourages some use of the park by children and 

families. 

accessible for the disabled both young and older 

relatives that wish to take their children into the area . 

I have not visited the area, as we tend to use local 

areas at the moment. 

I like the range of activities on offer for my children 

they really enjoy playing there. 

It very imaginative Lots to do 

Needs more variety Spacious and safe 

It is in an area on the edge of the park, which is easily 

accessible from the existing car parks and main routes 

into the park. With the new proposed area for the 

cafe this would make the play area more attractive to 

families to use,and I believe keeping the play park in 

one area is sensible particularly with regard to H & S. 

Not. To much it is all up and down hill children keep 

falling over,and water is not a good idea ,it is to 

slippery,needs to be bigger,and in approx age group 

should have more seating and no smoking in the park 

Lots of variety, large grassy area next to it, creative 

play spaces like boats and castles 

Not relevant 

Location is good, good selection of play equipment water jets, and variety of playground facilities 

It has a variety of equipement and is fenced to keep 

younger children and those with special needs safe. 

feel there is too much focus on play and sport and less 

about wildlife nature, allotments and history. 

good variety of equipment for a range of ages. The 

water features are enjoyed by kids in the summer. 

children should like the facilities 

size of facility. It caters for a good age range 

It's central location is good & the fact it is amongst a 

green open space. It's close to the existing skate park 

and life centre and car parking(for those driving)all 

make it easy to visit 

The size of the space is great, the climbing rope 

equipment is always popular and the water spray 

feature is popular too. 

Excellent if you can have dogs in leads Not a lot. The water fountains are good fun, as is the 

climbing tower. 
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Water features, the size of the park. n/a I don't know it. My children are too old. We used 

to come across town to the previous wonderful 

playground that was sacrificed to the Life Centre. 

I have no use for a play area Range of play equipment, colour, concept 

Good size That it is very popular and used by families who also 

use the surrounding field for general play and picnics. 

A very successful area for play 

I like the range of play equipment as it's suitable for 

most age groups. I also like the water fountains in the 

summer. 

There are areas for children of many different ages to 

enjoy. The facilities for older children/ teenagers have 

been particularly appreciated by our older nephews as 

usually play parks offer little for them. 

I do not use it as do not have young children it has a good variety of equipment and appeals to a 

wide range of ages 

great that it has water has nice grass area around it it has a good variety of equipment and appeals to a 

wide range of ages 

i only ever been their once or twice i wouldnt say i 

liked it 

Not had cause to use it 

Great for young children. Fenced off so no dogs etc. 

Places for adults to sit and watch their children or 

have a packed lunch 

The themed continents is quite a nice idea although I 

feel it could have been executed better. Kids love the 

interactive water features and it would be nice to 

expand upon this. Often the water is not on (not sure 

what dictates the pattern here, season/temperature?) 

and it might be good to make some of the the water 

jets less intensive (i.e. use a finer spray) so kids have 

to try harder to get soaked through - this would also 

be more environmentally friendly. The islands/sea 

creatures art work is a nice idea but looks pretty 

abstract and could be improved upon. 

The added feature of the water play Feels spacious 

It has been really good and needed, but getting a bit 

tired now,and really needs upgrading, 

It's great as it is but needs more wildlife awareness. 

Ladybird seats for example 

water features variety of equipment It is a nice Park and where it is situated is perfect. 

I like it as it is ... why change? Only used it once but it had a good variety and safe 

flooring area etc. 

Safe environment Adequate 

Its different from other parks and the water jets are 

very popular. It gets crowded during the summer and 

so an extension would be great. 

Very good activities though ground can be slippy at 

times 

items for the children seem to be quite different from 

other parks 

Its big and spaced out so if one area is busy kids can 

still have plenty of other things to play on. Also has a 

few items suitable for older children, not just a baby 

and toddler park. 

It has a fence to keep dogs out. It's good for younger 

children. 

The castle & pirate ship theming. 

It is large and it's nice it has water play areas too. I've never visited 
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Water when it's on. Park suitable for different ages, 

picnic benches to sit on 

It is easy to access and has a wide variety of 

equipment for children 

The Water Park Elements Variety of equipment 

Suitable for all ages Large enough to accommodate 

lots of people Fully-fenced to improve safety and keep 

dogs out Wet play during the summer months 

Changes in levels across the park Variation in play 

equipment (colours, stationery and mobile) 

The water sprinklers. 

water park. good range of activities for ages. Verity 

Not much for older children to do Large. Varied. Interesting 

enclosed and safe, with variety of play equipment The choice for diferent age groups and the water play 

area. 

The space and the colours, the water is good when it 

works in the summer, it's a great Park for smaller.kids, 

needs more stuff doe 6-7 and above 

Lots of different equipment 

Really love the play area visit weekly - love the pirate 

ship. 

Water when it works. 

It's open and easy to access. I do not use the existing play area 

The water fountains. It is at the edge of the park 

location It's free 

The variety of play equipment Water fearures 

Variety of equipment. do not use it however having it fenced off is useful for 

people like myself who walk my dog twice a day at 

central park. 

Its fun Variety of play frames, 

It's for children My kids like the fort/castle. 

The soft rubberised ground covering Very good activities though ground can be slippy at 

times 

Fenced in so that children are contained It's a good size and my children particularly like the 

water feature. 

I like the current variety of play things, although it 

does get very busy in the summer, it is a very popular 

park, maybe having two parks there both fenced so 

people can chose between the two, so maybe another 

park for older children. I like the way it is fenced off 

so we can watch the small children. 

Plenty of different play areas for the kids especially the 

water shooting out 

It is spacious, lots of activities and things to do. The 

water 

Water features Range of equipment 

Water sprinklers It's location 
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Lots of play things Water park Nothing. The green next to it should be fenced in so 

kids can play ball and picnic tables and bins should be 

put there for people who like to eat in the park as 

dogs, children's balls and food do not mix well on the 

whole. 

Large area and good mix of equipment. Water area is 

good esp. in summer. 

Not sure. Haven't visited as my children are grown up. 

Have a granddaughter now so will visit again soon! 

It's tucked away from most other facilities it is contained - in one place and fenced off - secure 

for children and keeps dogs out 

Don't use it as have no children. It's fenced off for safety 

My grandchildren love it. I have no reason to use this area but wonder why the 

existing equipment needs replacing, That is my only 

comment on this area 

Children can play in an area which is safe and they can 

be supervised easily. 

Looks a bit sterile. No or not enough equipment for 

disabled children. 

The size of it I like Good for younger children 

Water play as there aren't any other water play areas 

in parks nearby. I like the variety of play equipment 

too. 

It is fenced off to keep dogs out. Lots of soft matting 

under foot. Good variety of play equipment for a wide 

range of ages. The wet play area is great in the 

summer. Existing equipment that is still in good 

condition should be relocated to other park areas and 

not just destroyed. 

Secure Wet play, space and different levels 

Good variety. Clean & tidy. Water splash in summer. 

Gated. 

More swings please. 

Not used it, but now have grandchildren that I would 

take there. 

A range of things for various ages. The water area. 

How is has worn well. 

Its briliant for children as it provides fun for all ages 

and the water jets are brilliant during the summer 

months. Its a great place for parents/grandparents to 

meet up and let the children have fun while they sit 

there watching. I have spent many hours there when 

my children were younger, taking a picnic and making 

a great day out. If I needed a hot drink then we just 

used to walk to the golf course for one. 

Great for young children where they can be 

supervised by parents 

No comment (This is annoying. Why must I fill in 

sections on which I have no comment?) 

I think the play area is nice for the children but it is 

not big enough. It would be lovely to have an 

adventure playground with ropes, slides, climbing 

frames etc. The whole of the park could be completed 

with wigwam style wooden structures (take a trip to 

Southamption 100 acre wood) to make the whole 

park an adventure for everyone. I think the children 

love the water to play in and this could be a much 

bigger and better feature not just for the children but 

for everyone (visit Bristol to see the street water jets) 

for a wide age range I liked the water play until it broke. 
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The variety of play equipment in the area. Big, original and clean 

Quite varied play equipment The kids seem to love it. 

good variety of play stuff for kids Children/grandchildren like it 

It's quite open and there is plenty to do adventurous and imaginative 

It is well used! different areas for all ages 

It's a very good play area. Both of my children enjoy 

using it. 

boundaries and fences water good variety 

The current play area is fantastic. Please do not get rid 

of it or alter it to any large degree. It's a real asset as it 

is and draws in lots of families. If you have money to 

burn by all means add or replace a few pieces of play 

furniture but do not get rid of something that is so 

successful as it is. I don't think you do have money to 

burn and what money you do have would be far, far, 

far better spent elsewhere. 

water 

Don't use it but like the fact kids can go there instead 

of on the fields and like that it is fenced to prevent 

children running over to my dog etc it's somewhere 

for them to play. 

good variety of things 

It's segregated but spacious and looks safe..Kids need a 

safe area to play. Better gates to keep kids in and dogs 

out might be an option. 

shaded seating 

Great but quite remote and exposed soft floor 

When my son was younger it was great on a sunny 

day especially with the water features. 

whole themes good variety unique 

Keep the fencing around the play area maintained. good equipment 

like the current design as it caters up to 8 wo sale space for kids 

like variety of equipment ship rocky animals slide 

 

What don’t you like about the existing play area? 

small I have no opinion as I have never used it, nor am I 

likely to. 

It is usually crowded, is surrounded by litter on busy 

days and doesn’t have enough things for kids to play 

on. 

It lacks convenient shelter. 

it’s a bit small when it gets busy its a bit outdated 

could be bigger The aesthetics. A more natural looking park such as 

the one in Devonport will promote nature and wildlife 

to children as well as not looking out of place. 
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getting old and needs replacing Do not forget that elderly people like picnics, can not 

walk far and like to be near children playing. One of 

greatest joy is to take my grandchildren to the park 

and watch them play. Where is the swing park? 

No undercover area for when it rains. No Picnic area 

away from Dogs 

Bit on the small side 

Not in a position to comment as per the above no toilets 

I haven't used it recently, but please see my comments 

above. 

There isn't enough play equipment to challenge older 

children. There should be more swings and slides 

including log swings where a number of children can 

go on at the same time and tunnel slides. There should 

be roundabouts that aren't difficult to move and 

maybe a trampoline area set into the ground. Older 

children would like a zip wire and climbing area with 

obstacle courses which would challenge children to 

balance, hold their weight and hang. There are too 

many exits from the play area. 

its now dated Children 

It's very tired and worn out, not a lot of variety or 

anything exciting 

Not enough seats for adults both inside and outside 

its looking a bit tired, and the water equipment hasnt 

worked for ages 

More for toddlers/babies Flatter Fake grass use? 

It does not fit in and utilise the natural environment of 

central park. It is similar in style to a play park in an 

urban centre. Something more like the River Dart 

Country Park play areas would be much better suited 

to Central Park. 

there is not enough seating 

It is all fenced off Needs a bigger splash park 

not enough for the youngest age range Needs up dating 

It isn't very exciting Limited choice 

Not enough variety. I do not know what the existing area is like as we use 

local areas. 

some old equipment Would be good if like devonprt park with different age 

range sections 

it's very small. No comment 

There is too much equipment for older kids and not 

enough for the roughest children. 

Not enough swings, more seating for adults, water 

play area needs to be separate from the main Park, it's 

good to have but can be dangerous for smaller 

children, better distinction between play areas for 

larger and smaller children (toddlers) 

Nothing really Not enough scope for older children 

not enough swings where are the swings ? and the round abouts 

Don't know enough about it to comment. nothing, it is great 
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Not nigh seating for adults All contained in one area - over crowding 

Lack of swings. Lack of seating. Very little shade. Lack 

of den areas. 

No cafe or rain shelter 

It has an artificial feel. The flooring can be very slippery. The swings are only 

suitable for small children. Not enough seating for 

parents 

Needs to have more adventure sections for older 

children 

I have no use for a play area 

Quality of equipment has deteriorated Dogs within 

the area 

Although it has play equipment for younger toddlers, 

they are free to roam around the equipment for older 

children. It would be great if there was a completely 

separate section for babies and toddlers. 

Not enough toddler activities, I went in there when 

my toddler started walking and a lot just needed my 

partner to be on stand by to help as either I had to 

help take him up stairs so he can go down the stairs 

then my partner would be at the bottom of the slide 

waiting. Think more for 1+ years would be perfect. 

Equipment is tired, sometimes broken or vandalised 

and the soft fall floor covering is incredibly slippery in 

damp conditions and needs replacing in places. There 

needs to be better equipment for children with 

disabilities such as a disabled swing and other items 

but placed alongside/amongst traditional play 

equipment, not tucked away on the other side of the 

playground, so children with physical impairments can 

be included in play with their able-bodied friends. 

There should also be consideration for the many 

children with hidden disabilities, such as sensory or 

communication challenges. Plymouth is 

overrepresented in terms of children on the autistic 

spectrum, compared to its statistical neighbours and 

the national average, but there is very little available to 

ensure inclusion. This park has the chance to really set 

the bar for the city. 

Not enough seats swings etc when the weather is nice Graffiti and rubbish that's been left over from the 

night before, including contraceptives, empty alcohol 

bottles and smoking paraphernalia. 

No wheelchair swing or equipment for disabled Starting to look tired. I don't like that children aren't 

always supervised but that's not a PCC issue. 

I do not use it as do not have young children Not enough swings. It's slippery in wet weather ( I've 

slipped on numerous occasions) No see-saws or long 

slides Not enough seating. Not on one level. Not 

enough footpaths to entrance. Too many useless 

apparatus not used or pointless. 

Quite slippery when wet no changing area water not 

on enough 

Further reduction of green space 

adults couldnt really play alongside their children 

people forget that adults enjoy fun too and really 

never grow up if a child can interact with their parents 

on any play ride then thats makes things more 

enjoyable 

I am not involved personally so dont have a strong 

opinion 

Some of the equipment is a little old Unfortunately open to vandalism 
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Needs a tidy Not enough seating or bins. 

Not enough for very small children,looks it's young, my kids don t like the climbug. I don't like 

how it is enclosed - sometimes it becomes very 

crowded. Space to run around is important. 

Good quality equipment I've been told that there isn't much for older children 

Not relevant the lack of seating for adults and the skateboard things 

no local toilets, difficult if you have a few children with 

you and one needs the toilet 

Its too busy. Not enough accessible play equiptment. 

Not flat enough. Not enough swings. Poorly laid out 

for prams or wherlchairs. 

unnatural looking space spaces Gets too crowded 

it can get very busy and it can be hard to keep an eye 

on your child when its so busy 

Not enough tables or seating. no sand area, play 

things, as in diggers etc. no area for the babies & 

toddlers. 

Nothing really, it's a great playground :-) Lack of seating 

The vandalism. The pirate ship has been burnt down 

over the years and often smells of urine, with broken 

glass on the floor. We do not let our youngest child 

play in the existing play area any more. 

More swings for children aged 11 plus 

Becoming dated, not sufficient size during busy periods Lack of security especially during the late hours. 

The benches are exposed when you are sitting still. 

This would be improved through take-away coffee 

provision and cover/ awnings. The children are 

running around and jumping. We're not. 

Not enough seating. Not enough for older children. 

Bikes and scooters should not be allowed in the play 

area and the water feature should be operational for 

longer 

Although I don't use it, I've seen other parks with 

water play areas. As britains ocean city I think a water 

play area would be great and loads of fun for kids 

Bikes and scooters should not be allowed in the play 

area and the water feature should be operational for 

longer 

Bouncy castles and other rip off "attractions" 

Not had cause to use it. Water features broken and never fixed 

It's OK but could be better Unfortunately open to vandalism 

Great as it is but can you inroduce wildlife 

information, creating interest for the little ones and 

also awareness 

It is sometimes full of teenagers hanging arouni which 

can be off putting. 

Not enough picnic tables or seating. Can get very crowded 

Too small Very easy for small children to get lost so parents 

can't keep an eye on them "from a distance"No toilets 

/ baby change Not enough swings Surfaces damaged 

Does not encourage imaginative play as much as it 

could Not enough shade 

no toilets Too crowded at busy times. 
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Some of the play items just don't really lend 

themselves to kids for use in their play. For example, 

some of the climbing items near the wooden benches 

and the 'skateboards on rails' are awkward to use and 

seem quite easy for kids to hurt themselves on if they 

slip and hit their faces on metal sections. The themed 

continent areas idea is quite nice but it seems like it 

might have dictated the items selected for kids to play 

on, leading to some poor options. There should be 

more of the popular items such as extra swings and 

long slides and perhaps a second roundabout. The lack 

of toilets can be an issue unless you are prepared to 

sneak into the Life Centre. Teens often gather in the 

play park under the pirate ship which sometimes deter 

smaller kids (or parents) from that area. It might be 

good to make distinctive areas that appeal to different 

age groups. Or make the secluded areas bright and 

flowery. I feel the play park should be designed for 

under 13s (not a selectable option). 

Not enough disabled accessible play equipment. My 

daughter could use the roundabout, manage the 

swings & stairs of the pirate ship with help - that was 

about all she could ever access. I understand you want 

to provide some energetic adventure for able bodied 

kids, but you need to consider accessibility for the 

physically disabled on more of the equipment as well. 

Plus the access to the park needs to be wheelchair & 

buggy friendly. You need to provide some toilet 

facilities & some rain/sun shelter that's not vulnerable 

to vandalism. 

there aren't any toilets near for the young children 

who need to go "now" 

A lack of fencing around the green next to it. 

no cafe or toliet Decking can be trip hazard ( have fallen myself there) 

also park on a slight hill. Think bikes and scooters 

should be banned from enclosed play area. On a 

Sunday am there is always a lot of litter (beer cans and 

bbq' s) 

There is nothing for older children to do. Don't use it so cannot comment 

Lots of metal and not made from natural materials. 

Very bright and not flattering to the environment. 

Needs more picnic areas. 

Nothing for toddlers 

Too many gates. One gate in and out for kids safety 

would be nice. Water feature not big enough nor on 

enough 

dated 

People smoking inside the fence Children riding bikes 

Graffiti not being removed quickly enough Arson 

damage makes is look old and tired 

It can be very cramped on a busy summer day 

Needs more swings. A trampoline would be good and 

sand 

Its out of the way lack of toilet facilities how much can 

a disabled child use? 

Maybe more for older children Safe flooring 

The vandalism, the water breaking down, needs more 

equipment for older kids 

Not much seating around, could be more 

not enough seating either inside or just outside - when 

it is wet so is your bottom... the place looks plasticky, 

the one at devonport park is a bit more natural 

looking - i think that blends in well and the zip wire 

and big rope climbing thing were popular with my kids. 

As i have said before it gets very busy could probably 

do with another separate area for older ones. 

Don't use it as have no children Long walk from car park if pushing a pram 
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No eco equipment Too many entrances. Gates are too easy for children 

to open quickly. Would prefer more swings. No 

nearby toilets. 

I do not use the play park enough to comment. Grass around the edges is too limited so it gets very 

crowded if you are trying to picnic. No toilets. No 

sand play area. 

There is nothing I can think of need to keep up with new equipment 

To many exits, gets very busy at time hard to keep 

track of kids 

too big 

A long way from the East of the park too big 

Split levels - difficult to chase after toddlers when with 

a pram in tow too. Wish it was all on 1 level or at 

least better access / paths around the areas. 

out of the way, no seating 

Not used it, but now have grandchildren that I would 

take there. 

getting parked 

Feels separate from the rest of the park - the hedge 

needs opening up in some areas. Proximity to event 

field - dangerous it large lorries are moving around the 

area 

not big enough 

Perhaps an attendant/play leader could be employed 

to oversee the play area as sometimes the older 

children can be boisterous and charge around on the 

younger children's area. Unfortunately not all parents 

bother parenting their children when at such places. 

too small more wood and adventure 

See above no - too small? 

the big children will play on the small children things water feature banks of grass layout 

Not really sure, haven't visited in a while seating around the edges not enough spinning disc but 

dangerous 

It's a little isolated. cant access it with the dog would love to be able use 

Often full of smackheads. would like to see more for 9/10-teens 

All seems good to me not much parent seating need more shaded picnic 

areas 

Variety When the kids were younger I didn't like that if you 

were sat at the top you couldn't see beyond the hill if 

the children went down there to play. Not enough 

seating or picnic tables inside or around the area. 

Some picnic benches and other seating close by would 

be a good idea. 

The fact the water rarely works. 

It allows dogs in and they can be a danger and 

nuisance. 

Lack of seating 

Looks a bit sterile. No or not enough equipment for 

disabled children. No water or sand play. 

There does not seem to be facilities for teenagers. 
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What three things do you like about the images above? 

natural materials open space modern looking The climbing net is exciting and challenging for 

children. 

wide open space, fun, inviting Like the climbing ropes etc all the wooden structures 

& the pictures of the old pump etc 

Open Range of play materials Allows children to be 

creative in their play 

Natural look Large play space Plenty of apperatice for 

children to play on. 

Water play is essential Multi levels play is important 

and using terrain is a good way to do this This play 

area should be amazing, not average, but amazing. 

Plenty of lovely play areas. Well done. 

variety of activities for younger children. looks safe. 

looks clean! 

they are beaning used 

wood slides water 1. Great climbing activities in third picture. 2. Safe slide 

in first picture so that children can't fall off. 3. 

Different heights of wood construction for different 

ages in fourth picture. 

Open air play for children Adventure popular attractive 

diversification of play equipment interesting to 

different age groups natural as well as functional 

Number 2 encourages inventive play 

Sand pit is attractive. Water feature fun. Lots of 

climbing area. 

Water play Lots of things to keep children amused 
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People enjoying themselves Equipment The variety I like the interactive water, the climbing wall and 

climbing nets 

Variety, adventure, open-air. Soft clean modern 

Variety. Challenging. Consideration for safety kids enjoying themselves built from natural products 

no ball games being played 

It all looks fun and interesting. The water area, 

however, should be seperate as to not entice any 

toddlers whose parents don't want to deal with wet, 

muddy toddlers on a cold day! Plus potential accident 

in the making. 

The climbing net allows for older children to use the 

space. Use of wood and natural materials is more 

sympathetic. 

I like the water play I like the natural areas inbeded in 

the play (i.e. rocks and wood) I like the large slide 

Too orange like 2 and 4 

Wood netting adventure theme Open area with some shade. Some complex and 

physically demanding activities. Use of wood 

structures. 

Soft landing ground / chunky solid wood used and the 

variety of things to play on 

safe, natural looking environment 

Climbing, changing levels and textures, Safe play, water 

play and use of natural materials. Green surround and 

less of a 'local authority' stamp on it. You need more 

seating areas so that parents can sit with a 

picnic/drinks and watch children in relative comfort. 

The use of natural materials like rocks and wooden 

structures are more like playing in the countryside. 

Encouraging children to play and learn skills like 

climbing and more adventurous play is so much 

healthier and teaches them to be more agile and less 

afraid of attempting agility skills. Balancing on long 

wooden logs is a great favourite of children's. Leave 

them room to use their imagination...very important. 

Rope wings from trees or structures and rope ladders 

with soft sand underneath. 

Love the interactive water feature, my daughter would 

have adored this (with the provision of some gentle 

ramping/slope into the water rather than "step 

access") . As an ex primary school teacher I also think 

It would encourage imaginative & co-operative play, & 

offer sensory play for autistic children. If you added a 

raised bed sand tray (which could be accessed by a 

child standing) it would make it even better. 

I like the use of wood. The play area looks safe and stimulating 

Climbing area Water pump Slides 1. The variety of these play areas will keep children 

engaged. 2. The challenge is good for development - 

climbing, risk taking in a controlled and safe space as 

well as problem solving and exploring cause and effect. 

3. Open and safe environment with access to water 

for those with sensory needs and to wash hands 

Natural materials. Range in ground levels. Use of 

water. 

wild/natural feel to play areas is appealling 

I like the sensory nature of play areas as well as the 

variety of activities. I like play areas that use natural 

materials and blend with the landscape. 

use of natural materials 

the use of timber equipment for all ages use of slopes 

and the topography 

natural theme, 
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Not over crowded Looks like fun Good selection of equipment - varied 

Something for all age groups 

Natural materials Water Flexibility They all look very activity based ideal for children & 

parents/guardians, lots of soft play and tactile looking 

activities 

variety of apparatus and surfaces - sand, grass etc. 

Variety in topography and water areas. 

Fun. Adventure. Learning. 

Looks great for little children!! The natural look of the park. Water feature 

The rope things, the wooden things and the water 

pump. 

the trees, nothing else 

All ok I like the interactivity - the water pumps etc 

variety, children home in on their preferences, usually 

equipment that has some fun and challenge elements 

to them. 

The rope climbing frame, the educational toys (water 

pumps) and the soft play surface. 

all looks fine Adventurous play natural elements non prescriptive 

play 

Water features, natural materials, sand. the only thing that looks interesting is picture three it 

looks like some sought of climbing apparatus and their 

looks to be an adult keeping watch 

Climbing and a degree of risk are an important aspect 

of childhood play which is rapidly disappearing in 

public spaces at our peril. 

The slide in the Devonport park is great. Love the 

idea of having water based activities, particularly in the 

summer. I like the wooden characteristics - it looks 

high quality and ages well. 

Woodland feel Activities Nature Climbing frame made of rope (more natural), different 

surfaces and levels to play on 

Variety Natural looks like fun for older children, 

Natural play space Open ended play activities Timber 

design 

Lovely but no water causes trouble and dangerous 

I love how it's all designed around the landscape and 

using natural materials, having the sand and water 

activities is lovely. 

the wooden layout, the slide, 

Caters for the older children . the use of natural materials trees in the play area 

The use of natural materials Use of natural landscape 

(hill for slide) 

natural looking play spaces 

like the look of top left and bottom right space, design and equipment 

Slides Wooden structures I think will age the least. Trying to 

"modernise" the park with modern looking art and 

buildings will date very quickly. Remember the seats 

on Mutley Plain. 

Fun and interactive The large climbing frame allows children to explore 

and take risks. The sand area is lovely. They have one 

similar at Holden Forest and its very popular 
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1. range of activities 2. children and adults involved 3. 

in a green space away from traffic 

Everything. The play areas above are more akin to 

what Central Park should have. 

Open and accessible I like natural materials in the landscape, the use of 

wood. I like that there are things to do to encourage 

action and playing. 

Looks inviting and fun and safe Interactive play with adults and children. 

The slides Rope slide Play are for under 5, 1 Well spaced out equipment 2 appeals to a wide age 

range 3 Unsafe rocks etc. 

I like them all and so would my granddaughter! 1 Well spaced out equipment 2 appeals to a wide age 

range 3 Unsafe rocks etc. 

Varied. Imaginative fun Big slides, lots of bright safe impact surfaces, but also a 

wooden / organic feel to some of the features. 

Slides drinking water fountain natural materials 'adventure' 

feel 

Incorporating natural materials, colour and the nets Wooden play activities 

 Plenty of play/climbing. Water. Creative layouts. 

wooden stuff looks cool and the flooring in that 

picture although I can’t tell what it is and would hate 

for it to be sand as gets everywhere. Mind you a little 

sand pit is good. like the idea of water tap to play with 

although would worry about kids falling in if it sat and 

also the hygiene if it sat colour 

Seeing parents getting involved Slides Swings 

natural play The use of sand with the equipment and the slide 

would be beneficial 

Waste of money The last picture is the flattest and would be best for 

children with additional needs. I like the water in 

picture 2. 

1 = different apparatus 2 = its fun to play with water 3 

= ?? 

All looks good 

Facility for family and children. Space and openness 

simple play things for children 

Using your imagination when playing, keeping fit with 

the obstacles, fresh. 

Good range of activities. Looks like a big play area. 

Suitable for toddlers and older children. 

Landscaping wood quality equipment 

The more natural parks with more wood as they fit 

into the environment. 

Slides. Water. Climbing 

No comment Choice for all ages and space. 

All of it. Like the climbing frame. Park like the one on 

Paignton see front would be fab. 

Wood 

The different types of activity, appeals to all ages. The orange area looks fun 

Natural looking materials Varying levels of play for all 

age groups 

Set in natural surroundings 
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I like bottom right. balancing equipment is good and 

supports child development through play. 

bright 

Ropes More space for children to run around an enclosed 

area. devonport park is a great example 

Natural look Water interesting excellent selection of games and activities. natural look 

water activities 

The more natural surroundings, the wooden 

equipment. The more daring equipment for older kids 

Nature looking play area makings us of exciting 

environment 

Love the big slide and climbing feature. Sand is always 

a good idea would like to see a park similar to 

Paignton Sea front park. 

1 - Love the slides - ability to access lower and upper 

slides? 2 - Water Play - natural play spaces (sand, 

wood etc.) 3 - Wide open spaces 

Variety of things for the children. Some things suitable 

for little ones. 

The rope climbing frame The wooden play area with 

tree house Naturalistic look of wooden construction 

The climbing frame The use of natural materials The 

sanded ground 

The size of the area and the natural colours. 

variety, climbing and slides Wide choice of activities and safe areas 

Challenging play location Green space Wood Natural look Water & sand "Open" - parents can 

supervise without having to hover 

interesting fun enjoyable The water pump The water pool great for dog 

washing and thirsty dogs. 

The materials that the equipment is made from The 

variey of play experiences The mixture of surfaces 

Climbing ropes Water pump Slide 

Safe, Open, Controlled They look fun safe and natural 

Natural building materials, e.g. wood, stone, sand etc 

They are all outdoors and not under cover Variety of 

activities 

water, wood, variety 

place of fun. Suit all ages and abilities Child friendly It looks fun If visitors come to the area see our new 

park, they will be impressed 

Safe... the sand/ water play the great extensive climbing 

activities, this is great for older children It looks very 

natural 

One level Long slides Children playing Water fun, Spacious 

Active, creative play. Equipment blending with 

environment. Adult interaction. 

Colourful Variety soft play 

seems popular Blending in with nature Materials used Water 

The rope climbing frame The wooden play area with 

tree house Naturalistic look of wooden construction 

A lot of space and different play areas, clean areas. 

Space Varied play areas Suitable for various ages can't see the images well enough 

I think you should consult children and their parents - 

maybe go into schools and libraries? 

Open, safe and clean 
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Ability for adults to play alongside. It looks like a place that would appeal to a lot of age 

groups. 

Fun, social and children keeping fit Variety Age range appropriate Size 

A variety of play equipment which looks attractive and 

rustic. 

The first and the fourth pictures look practical and 

good on the eye - the wood, the rocks, the layout. 

I like the spider web design Looks fun. 

Sand area, more natural materials used. Water play 

areas 

no comment 

Natural looking play items Looks like fun. Looks more inclusive. Has more than 

just rides. Bigger equipment to encourage children to 

play together. 

Variety Suitable for wide age range Modern with sand No comment 

1 - Bottom right looks the most challenging and 

interesting 

safe play areas for all ages 

1 - use of natural materials 2 - how the equipment 

"fits" into the landscape 3 - Variety of equipment, 

materials, shapes and textures 

All younger children 

It looks fun, interactive and inviting children doing activities water tap safe surface 

Opportunity for adventure Sylvan appearance Variety 

of age ranges 

Large climbing area to allow lots of children use it at 

once. More water related fun. Child friendly surfaces 

to reduce risk of accidents. 

like all the images These are all excellent parks that I recognise. Water 

play which is to a degree self operated, the sand areas 

are brilliant, equipment made out of wood looks far 

nicer 

Variety, fun for kids. Range of materials used. equipment that meets the 

interest levels and developmental ages of a range of 

children. 

spacious, good for different ages, safe The amount of space Water Look fun 

I love the slide incorporated into a rockery, the water 

pump and the wooden structure. in the top two and 

bottom right photos. 

Look cool 

Nothing particular - they all look good for children. Sand makes it safe and fun for kids Climbing 

opportunities for kids Water is available 

Plenty of activities. Colourful and using wood etc 

which is prettier 

Water modern climbing facilities sand for very young 

Mostly natural looking structures Space Children having fun. Catering for all ages. 

Variety 1 - looks fun 2 - overs all ages 3 - natural materials 

The sand play The water play Play equipment suitable 

for older kids not just toddlers 

water natural sand 
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I love all these images they cater for everyone from 

the littlest children to older. The wooden structures 

are sturdy and great to look at, all children love water 

and as long as it is safe then water features could form 

a great part and the ropes and slides are great. There 

is a great wooden play area in Victoria Park in Hamble, 

Southampton which is used by the public all year 

round. 

1 - more built to the surroundings 2 - more 

adventurous 3 - beach 

1 - plenty for kids to do. 2 - adventurous 3 - 

challenging 

bruges park condon wildflowers 

natural components no flat areas space enclosed and 

safe 

sand climbing frames 

water wooden structures water features big web 

like it all 1 - I like the wooden structures 2 - like the climbing 

frame 

water feature climbing area webs sand water 

natural wood  

 

What three things don’t you like about the images above? 

Lack of seating space for adults/family when the 

children are playing, lack of bins, lack of covered areas 

for poorer weather 

Dislike the harsh unnatural colour under the net. The 

arbitrary 'plonking' of a piece of play equipment in a 

shaped safety mat of random colour is quite ugly. 

Like it to look more sympathetic with its green 

surroundings and incorporate that theme with the 

playground materials. Also be a bit more imaginative 

to give children the chance to create play. 

Too orange 3 too many steps 

Sand isn't a great substrate for the entire play area. bottom left is too man made and contrived... restricts 

their use of imagination. A rope ladder between trees 

in the wooded section of Central park is much more 

fun. 

orange colour Lack of seating 

could get muddy and require more maintenance could 

be too clinical and not enough variety longevity of 

equipment and spaces without regular maintenance 

and investment 

I have no opinion on play areas. 

Can't see any disabled access. Rubber matting 

Unimaginative. Dated. Materials weather too quickly Unnatural colours Man-made materials 

The water area. Don't like the large orange area of composite - not 

very interesting and I can imagine it would hurt to fall 

on! 

They lack colour No theme or exciting aspect Not a 

lot of variety in one picture 

Nothing for teens or adults . how about having some 

fixed exercise machines? Or older games such as 

outdoor curlingor boules 
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Stones, metal and bare ground! The rocks, the mud and the gibbet. . 

A water pump can get very messy making muddy 

ground image 4 overall this image looks probably 

expensive but boring , A slide is good but not big 

boulders potential for tripping and accidents image 1 

Not keen on any of them something to cater for more 

age groups. where are the swings?? roundabout, 

rocking horse with springs? 

No beaches for adults 

As I see they all look good bear in mind that it is often elderly grandparents who 

take the youngest children to the park. so, accessibility 

for both is essential.. 

Water features that will become broke or poorly 

maintained like the one currently in place 

Less trees Too artificial No water 

Nothing except maybe security(?) for the children's 

safety. Young people dressed casually are the best 

security for children. Where is the skateboard area? 

Unnatural flooring areas 

1. Different heights of wooden constructions in fourth 

picture aren't linked together - would be more 

challenging for older children if linked together with 

rope or monkey bars. 2. Not a huge fan of water 

activities especially if far from home to change. 3. Slide 

is too simple - could have tunnel slide for interest. 

There is no swings (my little boy loves the swings) 

There isn't a lot of playing activities possible include 

more things to do. Toddler frames, slides ect. 

Children cost of equipment. Liability Too spread out . No disabled access . 

Don't have sand please it's stop usage when wet Shame to replace all equipment why not just expand 

on current park 

Parents help needed for a lot of items Not much for 

smaller children 

the climbing rope area and a water pump 

An assault type course would be better for the flow of 

children using the equipment when busy. The sand is a 

magnet for broken bottles other sharps including 

needles, I have never let my children play in this type 

of area. The shape of the climbing nets restricts the 

number of children that can safely use the equipment 

Rope climber Sand Water Pump 

No different areas for age ranges. No seating area . 

Lacking variety 

The variety of activities. 

Rope nets bland colours, the sand, 

The sand that's it. bright colours 

Could be expensive to maintain Is it too complicated? 

How big is it? 

Metal slides get too hot in the summer. Any time I've 

seen a park with water features like the one in the 

second picture the water has always dried up and they 

never work. Eg: Cockington 

Needs more traditional apparatus eg. swings and 

roundabouts 

Nothing, they look very good. 

the water pump, the big nets and the wooden 

nonsense 

No seating for adults 2 Not much suitable for smaller 

children 3 No water feature 
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Not a fan of the ropes on image 3 although there are a few things available it looks 

limited its something that you would have a quick go 

on but then get bored and move on 

1. Nothing obvious for physically disabled children or 

parents with disabilities. Access needs to be for all (i.e. 

ensure ramps border steps etc.), for the children with 

challenges AND for the parents who themselves may 

struggle with disability 2. Given the extremes of 

climate here in Plymouth, perhaps attention can be 

paid to surfaces that resist/wick away water effectively 

- so increasing the amount of time children can play. 

There are no shelters for downpours or shade 

covering for extreme sunny days. Both need to be 

dotted around the play area. 3. Facilities: Keep the 

play park near the cafe but most importantly access to 

a toilet and perhaps consider PLENTY of strategic 

seating for parents/guardians to monitor their children 

and perhaps gather to meet other families. 

Lots of demand for one piece of equipment (slide) 

which could be improved by having more than one I 

think the water would become stagnant and polluted 

and would worry about small children playing in it The 

height of some of the play equipment 

The rocks, the hard timber and the rope swing scramble net is not great for young children. Sand 

encourages kids to take their shoes off, but you never 

know what's lurking in the sand. 

oil based products Sand and water it is difficult to maintain 

Top left - too much shade, more light makes it a 

happier place to be and would stop wet kids getting 

cold quickly. Top right - looks like it would turn 

marshy and kids would get home filthy! Bottom left - 

bit too much lurid orange going on! 

Only the fact it's made of wood. Hoping it don't 

ruined or burnt down, ruining it for other children. 

potential hazard unless supervised by adult or 'play 

attendant' 

Not too much sand. 

sand if it is sand stagnant water The orange tarmac 

Waste of money Things that can be easily torched !!!! 

The orange flooring is too bright. bright floor climbing activity looks messy in bottom 

left picture 

The bright random colours and in natural materials 

used. 

Bright orange floor 

Sand- always worried that poo and needles might be 

discarded in there. 

1 - climbing nets 2 - Geared towards independent play 

3 - slide might freak out some kids 

Not enough colour for younger children Children 

friendly signage schemes to promote education while 

playing 

The metal slide The water may be dangerous without 

constant supervision Colour of ground under rope 

climbing frame 

Devonport park slide is tricky with smaller children 

who want you at the top and the bottom (for small 

children who need help getting back up the steps) and 

children try to climb up the wood chippings and don't 

use steps - this is not safe. 

Could be areas for toys mad activities in age 

appropriate brackets. 

steps rocks Excessively big climbing frame Some images have 

inadequate shade Needs to be "All weather" 
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Water feature looks unsafe sure kids would love 

though. 

A lot of space just for kids who are never there most 

of the year. 

Doesn't look like there are many places for parents to 

sit and watch their children. 

They look cluttered Rocks look a little dangerous 

Small slide 

Nothing different Maybe incorporate something digital 

that encourages exercise Very little colour - maybe 

more natural colours for variation? 

first picture - it will be a mud bath in no time, orange 

plastic 

Concrete artificial surface metal Orange floor, use of sand 

 Not a lot of benches for adults to use whilst their 

children play. 

Water features could get very messy, depending on 

the weather 

I have a concern about the weathering of wooden 

structures and also that equipment has been set alight 

on the existing play park. 

Steps What are the facilities for the disabled child The boring ones 

Should have been larger 1 - water pumps 

Boulders (dangerous when wet) Steps ( slippery when 

wet) 

The web looks imposing 

seems in a safe environment I think the slide could cause issues with the way it is 

laid out. Other than that there is nothing I really don't 

like 

The metal slide The water may be dangerous without 

constant supervision Colour of ground under rope 

climbing frame 

The reddish surface under the climbing net which 

doesn't blend in well with the green parkland setting 

Not suitable for wheelchairs The climbing structure (bottom left) doesn't look 

great but I remember as a child how much fun it was. 

The other 3 pics just contain lots of steps & ropes that 

couldn't be accessed by a physically disabled child. 

More colour could be added 

Not much in evidence for under 5s The images are too small. 

The waterworks in image 2 as they're not needed and 

a pain for children 

exposed and remote 

Too many steps in lic 1. I don’t see ANY ACCESSIBLE 

PLAY EQUIPMENT. 

the ropes, the orange ground, the water pump. 

Lack of traditional play equipment like swings. My 

grandchildren ove the slides at Devonport park and 

climbing equipment in other parks but they also like 

the swings and a roundabout which these images do 

not show. 

Steps. 

Too many steep steps Climbing frame not suitable for 

younger children. More colour needed 

No older children 

Sand may get wet Water maybe dirty for kids to play 

in 

Slide isn't very steep Not enough digging equipment in 

the sand area. 
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Having standing water could be dangerous to young 

children. I prefer water which flows or squirts but 

then drains away immediately to be reused. 

age range too old 

very similar to devonport not enough for older kids 

safety disabled facilities accessibility for wheelchair users 

water features 1 - lack of seating 2 - not many young children 

death trap of a web slides get hot in summer  

 

What age should it cater for? 

 

 

Should the new playable landscape area, shown in the map, allow dogs on leads? 

 

Should the designated play area, shown in the map, have a fenced, dog free area? 
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Do you have any other comments on this section? 

Please get a really good designer to work on this. Not 

just more of the same, this could make a real 

difference to the locals. 

Older children need more challenging activities to test 

strength, stamina and balance. 

This is one of the few large green areas left with easy 

access. You should not alienate dog walkers by 

blocking off access to some areas. You will get families 

here in school holidays and spring/summer, but the 

dog walkers are your customers for the entire year. 

Make the whole area usable for all, but also provide 

sufficient bins for dog waste. Perhaps CCTV to ensure 

children are safe and to catch any vandalism or dog 

walkers who do not pick up after their dogs. 

Dogs should not be in same area as children. I am a 

dog lover but dogs leave all sorts of germs on grass 

even if owners pick up there crap. Doctors will 

confirm this. 

I like dogs but there should be an area free as people 

do not always clean up after their pets - which is not 

in keeping with children freely playing ( e.g. Rolling on 

ground) 

You should have a dog only area 

I think there should also be a dog free area within the 

park itself - not just the play area. 

Dogs shouldn't be in the play area as they mess and 

cause issues 

Dogs should not be allowed anywhere near the play 

spaces 

As a dog owner I would always exercise the dog and 

take children to the park together if dogs were 

banned completely a lot of families would not be able 

to use the area. If the actual play area is fenced with 

no dogs as it is at present this would be more sensible 

compromise. 

As a former dog owner, it was always more enjoyable 

to be able to take our pet to the park. But our dogs 

were always well trained and safe amongst other 

people and animals plus we always cleansed up after 

our pet no matter where we were. I admit it might be 

difficult to expect the same from everyone. 

First aid post see steps and defibrillator 

Yes, perhaps there needs to be a fenced area nearby 

for tying up dogs while owners/families are in the play 

area. 

All dogs entering the park should be kept on leads. I'm 

a dog owner and have had problems with dogs 

attacking my dog when they're off lead. 

No Consult Gym Bubbas, Sue Brian, Earth Wrights and 

Keith Lintell 

I have two dogs, however, dogs and young children do 

not mix well and could cause potential problems. 

Unfortunately, many dog owners are not responsible 

as I have experienced many issues regarding this 

myself in central park. Please build a "dog park" 

specifically for dogs. Keep play areas for children 

fenced in and dog free. Finally enforce dogs on leads at 

all times in all other areas of the park apart from 

designated "dog park." This way people can pick and 

choose whether or not they want to be around dogs! 

perhaps an area assigned to dogs off lead? 

There could be a dog friendly play area, or maybe a 

unique area for dog to play in with dog play equipment 

Should be closer to the cafe or vice-versa if you want 

the the cafe to be profitable. Lots more trees and 

shaded seating areas for mothers with younger babies. 
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I don't agree with the age bracket options with the 

question. Ages 11 and below would be more 

appropriate. 

A dog proof section would help. 

Don't exclude dog walkers. We walk here all year 

round! 

Dogs should be discouraged from the children's play 

area due to mess and the nature of larger dogs scaring 

smaller children. Perhaps have a smaller separate play 

area where dogs are permitted. 

DO lots of research see what is a success in other 

cities. These play parks illustrated are not well 

researched at all .Consult with primary schools in 

Plymouth even. Get children of different ages to say 

what they want. Say you are a single parent yet have 

to take the dog for a walk and take your child to the 

park it need to be dogs on the lead. obviously, there 

needs to be a rubbish dog bin there. 

Dogs shouldn't be allowed in children's play areas. 

There is more than enough space in the rest of the 

park for dog walking 

I am strongly opposed to allowing any dogs in 

children's play areas 

A specified area for dogs would be positive and may 

reduce dog mess in the rest of the park. Some 

apparatus for dogs such as boxes to jump over etc 

would make this an excellent area for dog training 

You should have a dog only area Needs to cater for all ages. 

Must be kept clean and free from litter A fenced off doggy play area would be fabulous! 

I think that is great idea being able to have dogs on 

lead in a part of the park. I think that part should be 

around the older children activities and the younger 

playing area to be fenced with no dogs as younger kids 

don't really understand around pets. 

Teenagers are most likely to congregate there 

evenings, so SOME challenging equipment of a more 

sturdy type is essential. The PLAY park element 

should NOT have any NO BALL GAMES ALLOWED 

signs as these facilities are probably what teenagers 

prefer.. 

Sounds brilliant. Aged 5 and below and 6 to 11 

Try to consider that older people and the disabled 

may want to take children there and that disabled 

children may wish to use it 

I don't think dogs and children's areas go together. I 

accept most dog owners and families with dogs 

respect rules/dog behaviour etc, but some don't, and it 

just leads to aggravation. simple to have one rule. No 

dogs. There are plenty of spaces for dog owners to 

take their dogs and their children. 

More dog waste bins needed!!!! Why replace play 

equipment that is perfectly fine, makes more sense to 

enlarge the current park with more equipment instead 

of replacing things that are perfect fly fine!!! What a 

waste!!! 

To allow children somewhere to run, fall and crawl on 

the grass without any chance of dog "mess" being a 

threat would be wonderful, although most do owners 

are responsible there are always some who aren't so 

considerate so a fenced off area would be wonderful 

great ideas but worried about vandalism and groups of 

youths taking over the areas at night who is going to 

police it 

There should be dog free zones and dogs on leads 

Inthe rest of the park. 

Areas of free roaming dogs should be available I don't care for children's play areas and would rather 

they weren't in the park, I go there for peace not kid 

noise. 
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There are several parks in Plymouth and those where 

dogs can roam freely, have fouling in most places, 

including on football pitches. 

Dogs should not be allowed within the actual play 

facility, but should be allowed on the paths etc. as they 

currently are. 

Need to ensure that disposal of dog mess in 

responsible manner is enforced 

I am a dog owner but I dont feel that dogs should be 

allowed in the play area. I have friends whose children 

are scared of dogs so make sure that he is out of the 

way when theyre about. I don't think that letting dogs 

in the play area no matter how well behaved is a good 

idea. 

I'm a dog owner but when we have the whole park it's 

good to have a dog free area for families that may not 

like dogs. 

A dog free area, or a number of them in the park 

would be good as fog mess and fouling is still a 

problem. 

With the exception of assistance dogs. I love dogs but 

they are a contentious issue. Many children and adults 

are afraid of dogs, and will be prevented from using 

the park if dogs are allowed inside (not including 

assistance dogs). This is unfair, given dogs are well 

catered for elsewhere. Having a safe space that is 

guaranteed free from dogs and dog waste should be a 

priority (not all dog owners are responsible and you 

cannot clean up dog urine). Dogs are permitted in the 

rest of the park, so at least save one space for those 

who are uncomfortable around them. 

A couple of zip slides and scramble nets would be 

great (assault course stuff) and/or a big castle complex 

for larger-scale games for the kids would go down 

well. Sandpits would be nice although I'd probably 

want to check it over for glass, rubbish etc before my 

kids used it. Dog poo is a problem in the park, I am 

always stepping in it myself as an adult. Also we have 

had a few incidents with dogs scaring our children and 

raiding picnics so it is nice to have some dog-free 

zones. There should be active enforcement of fouling 

fines perhaps with a park warden doing occasional 

rounds across the whole site (nice job for someone 

local who likes the outdoors / walking) who could also 

provide some form of deterrent for antisocial 

behaviour and take pre-emptive action. People leaving 

dog poo bags on tree branches etc should also be 

addressed. Advertising measures to report antisocial 

behaviour and fouling throughout the park would be a 

good step and might raise awareness or deter 

offenders. 

Consider a cycling / mountain bike trail/s make the area adult and children area play friendly if 

my children and grand children are having fun then i 

want to join in 

a landscape area should allow dogs with clear signage, 

however the actual playpark should remain dog free. 

I think it dogs should be exercised elsewhere in the 

park. Although many people do clear up after their 

dogs, some to not. 

Think it’s important to encourage dog owners and 

families with dogs to use facility. 

I use central park to walk my dogs quite often, so 

would prefer dogs to be allowed off the lead as this is 

a big section of the park. 

Sadly dog owners very often let their dogs off leads 

even in areas that are designated as on leads only, so I 

feel that a blanket no dogs in playable areas is 

necessary. This will also help to eliminate dog poo and 

bags of dog poo littering playable areas. 

Control dogs from the start, it spoils a day out when 

all you do is clear up other people's dog mess on you 

and your children's shoes and clothes, I also have 2 

children allergic to animals 

Young children's play area and sand pits should be dog 

free. Security Camera's should also be employed to 

reduce vandalism and abusive behaviour by teenagers 

after park hours. 

There should be no dogs in the children’s play area 
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Dogs should be the responsibility of the owners and 

children should have access to the whole park and the 

dog off the lead area should be fenced. 

Dog free areas need to be clearer and supervised. If 

Pounds Park is to be enhanced as a formal gardens, it 

should be made clear that dogs need to take an 

alternative route. Challenging dog owners can be 

difficult for many people as dog owners can become 

defensive/ aggressive. 

My only concern is by moving the play Park further 

down is it is a bit close to the road. 

I am concerned that a general dogs accepted policy 

will be abused by careless dog owners to the 

detriment of careful dog owners. Dogs on leads would 

not be policed. I am a dog owner and I know most 

people like dogs but some don't and I understand that. 

It is important for the rest of the park to continue to 

allow dogs to run free. 

dogs are fine but there need so the a dog free area 

within it as well. I think age wise don't worry too 

much about the older age as they will be more likely 

to go to the skate park. 

Play area seems OK presently 

Dogs can be a nuisance in the park when the owners 

have no control over them, so keeping them out of 

the play area would be an excellent idea. 

I am not a dog fan having been accosted too many 

times. They are one of the reasons I don't use the 

park as often as I would like. I use it as a cut through 

to my allotment. 

Dog owners are the main park users and it's nice to 

have a park where there is a wide path for all users, to 

discriminate the dog owners that have control of 

there pets is unfair. 

A dog park would be fab, an area where dogs can run 

and play away from children with things for them to 

run, climb on. 

Dog free area would be nice. You haven't given much detail. Will this incorporate 

wildflower meadows and nature information? Have 

you considered incorporating a city farm - very 

educational and interesting for children and used most 

successfully in Bristol, for example. 

Dogs and children playing do NOT mix!!! 

Irresponsible dog owners, e.g. off leads and also not 

picking up dog poo If dogs were permitted in the play 

area and it was not fenced, I would 100% not use the 

area and would use an alternative park. 

A lot of children are intimidated by dogs & a lot of dog 

owners unfortunately have poor control of their pets. 

There would also be those who allow their dogs to 

foul in & around the play area, which would create a 

health issue. Dog walkers have access to the rest of 

the park, let the kids have a dog free area. 

Unfortunately not all dog owners remove dog poo and 

therefore a sectioned area is required to make it safe 

to play. Also children who live without dogs are quite 

fearful of them so need a space they feel is safe, but 

dogs on leads is a good idea. 

Definitely no dogs. The park is large enough to 

accommodate them elsewhere and some can be 

dangerous and frightening for children. Could we have 

a concentration on mind and spirit here as well as 

physicality? Wildflowers and education as well as 

jumping and climbing? 

As stated before, I think that there should also be a 

fenced dog area where dogs can run safely, without 

other members of public having to watch for them and 

vice versa. Would reduce dog mess around park too 

There are NO accessible parks in Plymouth. This is an 

amazing opportunity to make Plymouth a place to be a 

leader in this. Parents will travel for it. They will use it 

because there are so few. But this is a place I would 

feel safe walking my dog and allowing ny children to 

play. Please bear this in mind when planning. 
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My son is very scared of dogs need a fenced area, also 

some dogs dislike young children. 

I think dogs, should have their own designated area, as 

some people may not like dogs. Also when hot, it be 

nice for the dogs to have a cooling area & maybe a 

area, that provides water. 

Seems to cover an extensive area. Maybe have park keepers 

Age group catered for should be for 0-11. Older 

people maybe encouraged to use the sports hub/skate 

park. 

Dogs do need to be controlled in the play areas. 

Very important that dog walkers are not limited in the 

park - I am in the park 2-3 times a day and they are 

one of the most common users of the park 

No dogs = no dog poo 

Play area should be for all primary school aged 

children but not teenagers, but the questionnaire 

would not let me put more than one answer. 

Like to see a more adventurous playground. 

Yes include dog bins and CATV You CANNOT prevent people with dogs on leads 

from walking from the roundabout towards the City 

Centre as the map implies ( the red lined area ). If you 

do there will be mass civil disobedience as there is 

NOTHING wrong with walking a dog on a lead along 

a clearly defined and tarmacced path. How would a 

dog walker traverse the park ? You'd be better 

banning maniac cyclists ! 

Teach dog walkers to be better behaved than their 

poorly trained dogs ! 

Appreciate dogs need to be in leads, would like to be 

able to access the cafe with the dog and from there 

keep an eye on the children 

Childrens play area should all be dog free, Well lit and 

up to age 12 . 

dogs should be allowed within the area, however not 

in the courts or children’s play park area. There 

should be a smaller children’s play area separate from 

the older children’s area. 

Must ensure dogs are kept under control. not so 

much fenced off dog free area, but signage around play 

area that dogs aren't allowed. Water play are could 

have wheels 

Need to ensure there are also facilities to enjoy that 

benefit those without children who want to enjoy 

walks and nature e.g. signposted walks, areas to eat, 

accessible footpaths. 

I am not a dog fan having been accosted too many 

times. They are one of the reasons I don't use the 

park as often as I would like. I use it as a cut through 

to my allotment. 

It is a fact that more families now have dogs that are 

included in family leisure time and there are those 

who own a dog and use the park "every" day of the 

year unlike the summer only visitors, these people are 

of all ages who exercise themselves as well as the dog 

daily, i feel it is pointless to restrict areas where dogs 

can run and unfair especially in winter months when 

park is empty apart from dog walkers. Fenced dog free 

areas are important for safety reasons. Most people 

enter the park at skate park entrance to walk dogs I 

cannot see the on lead idea working as this is where 

the dog walk starts for majority. 
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My children are scared of dogs and would be scared if 

there were dogs around. Not so bad if they're on a 

lead however. 

Carers that have their own dogs would need to be 

able to bring their pets into some of the area in order 

to supervise their children. I am also sure that people 

would like a dog free area as not everyone likes dogs 

and dogs don't always like the sound of children having 

fun(screaming and shouting) 

Should cater for children up to 11 (your question 

doesn't allow multiple choices, I suggest you change it) 

- not for secondary school age 

I think it is important that dogs have access to the 

entire park but totally agree that the proposed area 

should be a dogs on a lead area. Unfortunately not all 

dog owners are responsible to ensure that their dog is 

controlled around the existing play area. 

When dogs are off the lead they cannot actually read 

the signs, there are many dogs at once off the lead in 

the park which is just as important or more so than 

children as it is year round. Dogs can run faster than 

infirm people and conflict will happen over food and 

toys, idealistic conditions cannot change this. I use the 

path to walk home past the play area and the dogs are 

still off lead here. I am in pain walking dogs on leads 

with rheumatoid arthritis in all joints 

I think the playable landscape should be located where 

the current one is or on an empty field and not use an 

area with trees or meadows. 

I think that the entire new play area should be dog 

friendly. It wouldn't be fair if guests to the area 

dictated to the locals that dogs can't come just 

because their kids don't like dogs. 

Not sure why the existing fenced play area cannot be 

kept and more equipment added into the playable 

landscape. 

I think this would be a lovely area for older children, 

there should be extra seating for adults/parents and to 

allow people to have picnics I think it is a nice idea for 

families to be able to bring their pet dogs along on 

leads 

There need to be some way of enforcing the 

requirements re: dogs as these are often ignored by 

those with dogs. 

Play area should be dog free, plenty of area in rest of 

park for walking dogs 

Please, please keep the existing children's play park!! 

DEFINITELY have a separate dog free area Look to New York's Central Park as a role model on 

working together as a City and community. 

Pensthorpe Park in Norfolk is amazing we would like a trampoline must be secure are and 

mentally stimulating for kids 

allow dogs off leads in other areas designated dog free zone but allow dogs in some areas 

A a dog owner it frustrates me that dog owners are 

penalised as I use the park all year around when a lot 

of the children and families only use it when it is 

sunny. I should be able to let my dog walk anywhere 

off his lead as he is well trained. I am happy to walk 

through the area with his lead if required and I 

probably use the park more than most as I am there 

twice a day everyday of the year no matter if it is 

sunny or chucking down with rain. Through the winter 

when it is dark why should I have to walk in the 

poorly lite fields when I lay my taxes and deserve to 

be able To walk somewhere safe and clearly light as 

this will no doubt be especially when it won't be 

utilised in the autumn and winter months 

On the crappiest day of the year weather-wise, you 

will only find dog walkers in the park. We are here 

every single day come rain or shine. There is already a 

child friendly fenced off area where dogs are not 

allowed. Maybe allow one extra field to be fenced off 

for summer picnics but other than that cater for the 

biggest users of the park, don't shut them out of more 

of it. Dogs should be off lead to allow them to 

socialise and integrate properly. How about a dogs 

area like on north road west 
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The problem with dogs tends to be their owners. 

Some refuse to clean up dog mess and other do not 

train them well enough not to jump up or bark. 

Children may be frightened of dogs and dog mess 

spreads germs. 

Area for disabled children to play in 

Dogs mess and play areas should not be allowed. 

There is plenty of park space for dogs 

More water play and on all the time or advertise when 

If dog owners are responsible it can be a shared area 

but if not a dog free area 

Flatter play area so we can sit and see children play 

I think if there is a fenced in play area it should be dog 

free and having the surrounding areas as dogs on leads 

only would make it more pleasant and relaxing for 

young children - plenty of park space for dogs to run 

off lead! Priority for this area should be children and 

families 

Small play areas as well as the main play area 

many families use the area in the summer and bring 

their dogs so providing places bins is essential. 

There are plenty of areas for dogs. It isn't good for 

children to play where dogs can foul. 

I like play areas to be suitable for mixed ages. Having a 

6 year old and 3 year old there are several places in 

Plymouth where I can't go with both of them as they 

don't allow or cater for both ages at the same time. 

better access into town 

I think this should be designed so that older children 

are kept away from the younger children. I think 

teenagers should not be included in the group and 

there should be another area for this group. 

dog bins needed 

Many families have dogs and children and it is crucial 

the park works for them. Dog ownership is on the 

increase and dog walkers use the park everyday, all 

year round no matter the weather. A family with a 

dog should be able to bring the kids to the park 

without having to leave the dog at home. 

make it bigger 

It is unclear why all the existing equipment has to be 

replaced.  It would seem possible to keep what is 

there already and to link it with the wider playable 

landscape.  

I want there to be a dog allowed zone 

 


